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MESSAGE FROM CONVENERMESSAGE FROM CONVENER
The world needs Jagriks – self-awakened, aware, active citizens. Not a handful of ‘heroes’, but a
large cohort of changemakers who believe in shared leadership and collaboration. Such
transformational leadership is not ‘taught’ in classrooms; it flourishes through compelling
experiences that encourage young people to unearth their true potential and develop the skills
necessary to be lifelong Jagriks. 

Our focus in 2022-2023 was as much around strengthening our muscles for amplification and
partnerships as it was about scouling (scaling with soul) our programmes. We aimed to empower
and build aspirations for youth to pursue entrepreneurial opportunities aligned with their passions.
Interventions like Jabardast Jagrik Peer Tutor, Justice Jagrik, and GreEntrepreneurs supported 247
youth leaders addressing justice, gender, education, wellbeing, and climate change in their
communities.

This year’s journey took us to scale with government systems in Delhi and Jharkhand. We partnered
with SCERT, Delhi to build the capacities of educators to deliver mindset change and active
citizenship based curriculum to over 18 lakh students in Delhi Government schools. We also
collaborated with 200 Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidhyalayas to accelerate constitutional literacy and
promote active citizenship.

Building on our previous efforts, over 10,000 young people embarked on their journey as
changemakers in 2022 through programs like Samvidhan LIVE! Be a Jagrik and Togetherness Table
– Wellbeing Edition. Additionally, we were able to further our efforts with technology to create
youth-centric spaces by developing the ‘UnDecide’ prototype - a platform to help young people
develop their agency and skills to make better decisions for themselves.
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Kanika Sinha, 
Convener, ComMutiny - The Youth Collective 
Anchor, The vartaLeap Coalition 1

A significant milestone in our journey last year was our
inclusion in the first cohort of the GROW Fund, helping us to
strengthen systems for our internal and external strategies.
Many of our new initiatives took flight and existing
initiatives reached new heights, with support from partners
such as, Ashoka, Azim Premji Foundation, DKA Austria,
Echidna Giving, Lisle Foundation, Roddenberry Foundation,
Rohini Nilekani Philanthropies, Tides Foundation, UNFPA,
UNICEF, Vaya Trust, YuWaah, and Zoom Cares.

We are profoundly grateful for the 'collective wisdom'
generously offered by the vartaLeap coalition - an
intergenerational community of youth-engaging
organizations, youth workers, and youth leaders. Even as
we gear up for new experiments in the coming year,
through shared learning, co-creation and collaboration, we
remain dedicated to our mission of ‘Every Youth a Jagrik,
Every Space Nurturing Jagriks.



ABOUT USABOUT US
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ComMutiny stands for the first ‘mutiny’ within a young person, symbolic of the fact that
social and systemic transformation cannot happen without personal transformation.
Founded in 2008, ComMutiny - The Youth Collective is a community of practice of youth
work organizations across the country engaged in Aggregating, Accelerating and
Amplifying empowering youth spaces co-led with self-aware, active citizens i.e. Jagriks. 

In 2019, recognizing the need for mainstreaming youth-centric development across all
sectors, we incubated The vartaLeap Coalition. It is a cross-sectoral grouping of youth-
engaging organizations from the development sector, government, media, corporate,
educational institutions, and UN agencies. The purpose of the coalition is to design, pilot and
scale youth–centric innovations and enable appropriate narrative shifts. Our vision is: 

‘Every Youth a Jagrik, Every Space Nurturing Jagriks’

Aggregation
Collectivising some of the best youth-focused organizations and youth-work practitioners in
the country into an effective, collaborative ecosystem.

Acceleration
Designing, piloting, and scouling (scaling with soul), youth-centric experiences to address the
current psychosocial, economic, and ecological needs of young people.

Amplification
Amplifying norm-shifting narratives to build a case for youth-centric development
by engaging diverse stakeholders 

STRATEGIES



A celebration of friendships, diving deep into our collective strengths decided this year’s focus
area to be climate change, narrative & amplification and strengthening wellbeing and
constitution work.

Nurture organic collaborations by creating space for sharing flagship programs and learning
tools through ‘Power of Collective’.

Present in 19 states
impacting ~10 Lakhs

youth every year.

In a voluntary coalition, nurturing the energy and commitment of
members is an ongoing process. While strategizing and collective
action are a big part of what a coalition does, the ‘𝘣𝘦𝘪𝘯𝘨’ of the
coalition lies in the experiences and connections that are built
amongst members. Aggregation is thus a very critical component
that makes the coalition engine work. 

The vartaLeap coalition has 167 members, all invested in youth
leadership. They have given more than 5,000 volunteering hours to
strengthen the collective and put efforts into mainstreaming the
narrative towards youth-centric development by strategically
responding to the needs of young people. 

Members are engaged regularly through different activities that
together make up the Aggregate strategy of the coalition. These
include:

vartaLab and working groups: The strength of the coalition comes
from the diversity of perspectives brought in by different members.
The strategic groups design, pilot, and scale youth-centric
innovations or work on a shared agenda together. This year we
increased gender representation, geographical diversity, age
diversity, and representation of members from different sectors. 

AGGREGATIONAGGREGATION
Collectivising some of the best youth-focused organizations and youth-work

practitioners in the country into an effective, collaborative ecosystem.

Annual Treat:
A 3-day annual space at Jim Corbett National Park was created for all members to come together
for a shared bonding and learning experience and strategic decision-making for the coalition.

Bonding Spaces to strengthen relationships and solidarity
within the coalition
Learning Events to nurture collaboration and learning
exchanges among members
Public Events to shape, strengthen, and amplify youth-centric
narratives with key stakeholders and influencers.

Power of Collective
Portal is developed
with a mission to
nurture exchange and
collaboration across
the members of the
coalition. 
It profiles all members,
highlighting their
flagship programmes,
tools and events. 

The Treat was designed, facilitated and co-led by intergenerational team of 15 volunteer
members of the coalition. 
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https://commutiny.in/power-collective
https://commutiny.in/power-collective


BIG

ACCELERATIONACCELERATION
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In response to some of the most pressing needs and issues that affect young people in the current
context, we have designed frameworks, tools and journeys that promote youth-centric
development practices across sectors. The year 2022 marks a shift in our thematic priorities with
attention to Climate Change, Gender, Wellbeing, and Constitutional Literacy.

Designing, piloting and scaling youth-centric experiences to address current 
‘psycho-social-cultutral-economic-ecological’ needs of young people.

PICTURE 10,240
40,000
50,000

377

35

15

Organizations
Impacted

Jagruk Nagriks
(Jagrik) Nurtured

Events to popularize the 
power of Youth-Centric
Practices 

60Community Members
Influenced

Young People
Impacted

Institutional 
Partnerships Nurtured

Youth Workers
Capacitated

Interventions Under Each Themes

Constitutional
Literacy

Climate Action

Gender
Wellbeing

Samvidhan LIVE! Be a Jagrik
Samjho Toh: The Samvidhan
LIVE! Dialogues and
Fraternity Labs
Justice Jagrik

GreEntre-preneurs

Togetherness Table

Peer Tutor Initiative



JUST JAGRIKJUST JAGRIK
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Young people undertake guided self and social action tasks; run public engagement
initiatives to influence their own communities for sustained impact. 

I. TOGETHERNESS TABLE 

Impact on feeling literacy of
1898 participants 

Togetherness Table: Wellbeing edition was
designed by the members of the varatLeap
coalition during the times of COVID-19; for creating
safer intergenerational spaces to build and
enhance 'Feelings Literacy' among young people.
Since then, the innovation has enabled thousands
of young people to deeply engage with their
adverse feelings and transform them into
empowering feelings. The intimate group
experience takes the participants through three
stages viz. interrupting and labeling; accepting and
interpreting; and switching and empathetic action.
In our effort to expand the number of young people
impacted through the innovation, we were able to
add 1898 participants in 2022 who experienced
the Togetherness Table journey. 

learning. Having run the
design on ground, I truly
believe that it creates a safe
space for intergeneration
groups to express their
feelings.

I think there is a lot of thought
and depth that has gone into
creating the design of
Togetherness Table. It is
extremely engaging and has
the right balance between co-
creation, competition and 

Facilitator, Gujarat
Umesh Mangroliya, 

Ability to deal
with adverse

emotions

Ability to transform
adverse feelings to

positive ones

Ability to identify
the source of
their feelings

I think togetherness
table will add value
to a friend or family

member

OUTCOME NUMBERS
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63
08 1898

2760 Wellbeing Tasks UndertakenPartnerships 
Nurtured

Participants experienced the 
Togetherness Table

Youth 
Facilitators

Locations

No Somewhat Quite a lot Significantly

26.1% 
(495)

49.1% 
(932)

23.6%
(448)

27.3%
(518)

43.6%
(828)

27.9%
(530)

28.9%
(549)

49.4%
(938)

20.3%
(385)

44.5%
(845)

15.5%
(294)

39.5%
(750)



stopped them. 

I had a great time when I first began
this programme in Ranchi. And when I
did this with students in the 12th
grade of a school. They learned that
rights and duties go hand in hand,
which deepened their understanding
of the fundamental duties in
particular. The five-week journey  
improved critical thinking skills and
allowed students to develop a deeper
grasp of fundamental 
rights and duties. 
Due to numerous 
school events, the 
sessions were delayed, 
but we never 

teacher

Julli Kumari,
KGBV 

II. SAMVIDHAN LIVE! BE A JAGRIK

50% 92.86% 84%
Pre-Survey

Average
Score

Post-Survey
Average

Score
Percentage

Increase

knowledge/awareness 
Action at the level of self 
Inspiring Action at the level of community

Results of pre and post surveys done with all the
participants across: 

The ‘Samvidhan Live! Be a Jagrik’- a flagship intervention since 2016, has garnered tremendous
appreciation for its innovative design and applicability to diverse contexts in India and Nepal. The
intervention uses the framework of the Indian Constitution and creates real world opportunities for
adolescents and young people to experience and bring alive the ideals of the Constitution while
simultaneously building their leadership capacities. 
The self and community weekly tasks performed by the participants have been designed to ensure
their participation in the matters that concern them. The facilitated spaces ensure deep reflection and
building of 21st century skills such as decision-making, curious empathy, interpreting stories and
stereotypes, 100% responsibility and building win-win solutions. In the year 2022, we added an
additional 8500 adolescents and young people to the already existing alumni base of over 20,000
Jagriks. 

OUTCOME
NUMBERS

0963750 Self and Community
tasks performed 

Institutional partnerships nurtured with  
Save The Children India, Magic Bus
India Foundation, Kayantar
Foundation, RGNIYD, National Service
Scheme, Nehru Yuva Kendra
Sangathan, Kasturba Gandhi Balika
Vidyalays in Jharkhand.

8500 Young people
nurtured 

398 Youth Facilitators
nurtured

Impact of Samvidhan- LIVE! on 8500 participants 

The percentage shift represents the difference between
the pre and post survey results.

Upasana and Nomita have actively participated in the journey of Jagrik. Within their day-to-day
activities, they successfully incorporated the weekly tasks of the Jagrik journey and were able to bring
some changes in their neighborhood. With tasks like creating awareness about the Right to
Education (R.T.E) Act both these girls effectively played an important role in enrolling a boy of class 6
into the school. As the little boy's story goes, with a father who works as a daily wage worker and no
knowledge of R.T.E. his parents stopped his education as financially it was hard for the entire family
to survive. 

Story of Change 

6

Upasana and Nomita on knowing about the boy’s interest in academics explained
the Act to his parents and then his father admitted the boy to the school.
Upasana & Nomita also created a poem on the surroundings of their school as a
part of their Jagrik task which they recited in the school assembly.
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100% 
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JABARDAST JAGRIKJABARDAST JAGRIK
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Potential young changemakers identify ‘systemic needs based issues’ in their
communities; design and lead their social action projects to address those with support
from mentors.

I. PEER TUTOR INITIATIVE
The "Jabardast Jagrik Peer Tutor Initiative" was conceptualized as a peer-led intervention to bridge
the learning loss experienced by adolescent girls due to COVID-19 pandemic. Our extended team of
18 youth facilitators identified and mentored 200 young peer tutors and supported them to further
facilitate learning spaces for 4910 adolescent girls. The initiative focused on enhancing foundational
numeracy, literacy and wellbeing of adolescent girls and was implemented in 7 states in India -
Assam, Bihar, West Bengal, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, and Gujarat.

Impact on 4910 adolescent girls  

24 Districts

120 Learning
Centres

18 Youth
Facilitators 200 Peer

Tutors

4910 Adolescent
Girls

4952
Community
Stakeholders
Engaged

OUTCOME 
NUMBERS

Regularity
in Schools

Irregular
8.7%

Drop Out
8%

Regular
83.3%

Irregular
39%

Drop Out
9.5%

Regular
51.5%Pre-survey

Post
Survey

Average score on Literacy and Numeracy 

46.38%

91.29%

own potential.

Adolescent girls in my learning center had not
attended school for 2-3 years. They could not
even read the alphabet despite some being in 8th
grade. Through the initiative, and regular
engagement in the learning center they have
learned to read and write, which enabled them to
regularly attend school once 
again. Seeing them read and 
write gives me immense 
happiness and makes me feel 
more confident about my 

Madhya Pradesh
Nikita Sahu, Peer Tutor.



Pair of Young Girls Empowered Women in their Village to Access Justice

Gayatri said, “I had always heard that justice can be accessed by going to a court or police station.
But through my journey as a Justice Jagrik, I can now identify justice and injustice in daily life. I now
have the courage to speak up against injustice.” Priyanka added, “I have realized that one doesn’t
need to be a lawyer to access justice tools.”
                                                          
Gayatri (23 years) and Priyanka (22 years) live in Timarni, Harda district, Madhya Pradesh. They
joined the Justice Jagrik initiative to deepen their understanding of social justice and justice
mechanisms. They underwent a journey of self-awareness, and became aware of justice tools, and
how to access justice as a citizen. As they reflected together on the boot camp and contemplated
their action project, they realized girls and women in villages are unaware of their constitutional rights
and duties. Gayatri and Priynaka’s awareness instilled in them the passion and feeling of ownership
to share their learnings. They developed their social action project - capacity building and
empowering through justice tools. And decided to hold sessions on FIR, POCSO, in 3 nearby villages
(Khartlaya, Samardha, Barja).

OUTCOME
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II. JUSTICE JAGRIK

NUMBERS 20
200010 Social Action 

Projects 

Justice Jagriks 
Nurtured

Community 
Members
Reached

The Justice Jagrik journey was designed to create opportunities for young changemakers to deeply
engage with the law and justice system in India. Intended results included demystifying the justice
delivery system for people in communities, and creating access to tools such as RTI, FIR etc. In 2022,
we facilitated the journeys of 20 Changemakers to equip them with relevant skills, capacities, and
knowledge to impact their communities. 

Story of Change 

As they designed and planned their sessions, their confidence
grew. Priyanka recalls, “We were so scared and nervous to
enter the police station and wanted to run in the opposite
direction. But then Gayatri and I looked at each other and
walked in to get first-hand information and understand the
process of filling an FIR.” They learned the art of articulating
and communicating well with duty bearers, government
stakeholders, police personnel, and held sessions for women
much older than themselves. These sessions were safe
spaces for women to come together, dialogue and share their
lived experiences of being harassed and violated. The
sessions were designed to not only demystify the POCSO act
but also open many channels of conversations between
young girls, their mothers and family members.

Gayantri and Priyanka (Justice Jagriks
from Harda, Timarni) held Capacity
building sessions to empower women
through Justice Tools. 
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OUTCOME
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III. SAMJHO TOH: THE SAMIVDHAN LIVE! DIALOGUES
& FRATERNITY LABS
Samjho Toh: Samvidhan Live! Dialogues & Fraternity Labs
is designed as a learning and leadership journey that
brings together young people from varied identities and
ideologies to collaborate and co-create a shared idea of
India premised on the values enshrined in the Preamble to
the Constitution of India. 

As part of the program, learning addas were conducted to
create a common narrative around different thematic
areas by young people from different backgrounds.
Various Capacity building workshops were conducted to
develop different capacities of the youth such as  
empathy, deep dialogue, listening, of young people. 

NUMBERS 942
140

28
773 Young 

People

LocationsMohalla 
Sabhas

Harmonizing 
Narratives

Fraternity 
labs37 Youth 

workers

2340 Direct reach 
on ground

Participants in Delhi experiencing Samjho Toh: 
The Samividhan LIVE! Dilaogues & Fraternity Labs

79.1% 79.08% 82.8%

Increase in capacities to: 

While the sessions brought about a powerful transformation at the self-level, it was also important to
see ripples of change the lab could create at the community level and hence, Moholla Sabha’s were
co-created along with the community members. These sabhas created a space where prevalent
polarizing issues were discussed through various mediums such as Nukkad Natak, movie screenings
and other community engagement activities. 



high pollution level in the Municipality, none had any thoughts of curbing
the pollution. However, the need for such discussions around climate
change required to be done at the community level was validated by all.

Titagarh Municipality is a hostile locality with little or less exposure or
concern around Climate Change. The young volunteers from Pahchan
Foundation assisted me in the mobilization phase for conducting the
Mohalla Sabha in the locality. In spite of having the knowledge of 

GreEntrepreneur, West Bengal
Mohd. Siraj, 

JEEVAN JAGRIKJEEVAN JAGRIK
At this stage of the leadership pipeline, young social entrepreneurs are nurtured to further
cascade jagrik journeys and become schools of active citizenship in themselves

GREENTREPRENEURS INITIATIVE
GreEntrepreneur initiative was conceptualized to bring attention back to the intersection of wellbeing
and climate change. This journey is envisaged as an inside-out learning and leadership journey. The
journey supports young people to develop their ideas into projects/ social change initiatives that
reimagine climate action from the “nourishing now” lens instead of the “frightening future” lens.

The journey focuses on deep awareness about climate action. Throughout the journey, young people
are capacitated through different workshops such as Window to Changelooms (young people are
provided with a foundational understanding of key concepts related to climate change) and
Development Centre (The workshop offers a chance to learn and enhance capacities in different
areas such as youth development, systems approach, design and facilitation skills, self-awareness
etc). Along with the workshops and mentoring, youth leaders also have exposure to field immersion in
local communities. This year 27 GreEntrepreneurs initiated their jagrik journey. 

Sessions provided to GreEntrepreneurs during Development Centre Workshop 
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This cascade will ultimately reach 60,000 Deshbhakti
Curriculum teachers and 18 lakh students

ACCELERATING ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP : PARTNERSHIPS AND
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
ACCELERATING ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP : PARTNERSHIPS AND
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
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ComMutiny has had an opportunity to develop key partnerships and resources that
could further our work on active citizenship in different contexts.

Key Activities
MoU with SCERT, Delhi 
The Deshbhakti Curriculum and associated trainings have laid a foundation for realising the
aim of active citizenship and a sense of belongingness (constitutional value of fraternity) in
classrooms. This year, ComMutiny’s primary responsibility was to cascade teacher trainings
across classes. The training design captured aspects of self, classroom facilitation, and
curriculum and was delivered in a participatory and activity-based manner making the process
an experiential journey. The training fostered teachers' community, enhancing facilitation skills,
curriculum alignment, and understanding of active citizenship principles, including a connect to
constitutional values.

After a successful roll out of the Samjho Toh programme in previous years, we received the
opportunity, in partnership with Lisle Foundation, to contextualise the curriculum for 4 states in
the North East – Assam, Manipur, Mizoram and Nagaland. The curriculum was tweaked to suit
relevant contexts and was also translated into Assamese and Mizo.

 Samjho Toh: The Samvidhan LIVE Dialogues – North East Edition

The Pilot of the Jagrik School Curriculum 
ComMutiny partnered with schools to pilot test the Curriculum engaging 250+ adolescent students
for 150+ instruction hours. The pilot took place in the following spaces:

Bluebells International School, New Delhi: A
school with an experiential pedagogical leaning
and founded on the idea of global citizenship.

Village Spirit Academy, Rajasthan: A school run
by a CBO, namely ALFA, in a remote village of
Udaipur, caters to underprivileged tribal children.

 Jagrik Journey Begins Curriculum Development and Pilots

ComMuntiny has developed a 90+ hours course on active citizenship for grades 6-8 and
spread across the academic year. It covers 5 Modules on Self, Relationship, Society including
(Sansar, Samaj, and Samvidhan) and focuses on an inside-out journey of an active citizen.
The curriculum has been tested through small pilots and in the coming year we intend to
disseminate it with CSOs, private schools and Government schools with relevant partners.
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UNDECIDE USER JOURNEY
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I got a sense that I am not alone in my
confusions. Words and advice from other
Accompaniers also helped me to see things
from multiple perspectives. Sharing my
opinions felt liberating.

A 20 year old UnDecider from a
semi-urban area in Madhya Pradesh

The UnDecide platform was conceptualized 
by ComMutiny Team as a part of the Aspire
Fellowship by Ashoka Innovators for the
Public and Ekstep Foundation (Societal
Platform). 

Key Activities
Conducted 50 synchronous
UnDecide sessions (manually)

Semi-automated sessions are
ongoing. 

 The platform, currently on WhatsApp chatbot can be accessed by sending a ‘Hi’ to ‘8882445563’

UNDECIDE - THE CHOICES WE MAKE, MAKE USUNDECIDE - THE CHOICES WE MAKE, MAKE US
The word UnDecide has been coined as a verb that urges young people to be free of the
traps that suboptimal decisions from the past may have landed them in. They challenge their
assumptions and interpretations, and get support from a group of accompaniers (decision
mentors) who bring alternative viewing points to these everyday confusions in an
empowering, safe digital space. 

building the platform
Key learnings from 

Keep the agency of process
with users by offering    
them different choices to
navigate their own journey.

Create a diverse intergenerational
space where young people feel
validation for their own perspectives as
well as a challenge to their own
assumptions and biases.

The users should align with the core
value exchange that the platform offers. 



AMPLIFICATIONAMPLIFICATION 

Recommendations on the
National Youth Policy 2021

Amplifying norm-shifting narratives to build a case for youth-centric development 
by engaging diverse stakeholders  

This year was about re-envisioning and re-aligning what narrative building means for us as a cross-
sectoral coalition. While each member organization is creating youth-centric spaces through its work,
as a coalition, our energy should focus on shaping the ecosystem for youth-centric development and
being able to influence youth work practices in the country at all levels.

Engaging Diverse Stakeholders through a series of dialogues and events 
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Through these activities, we have interacted with a diverse set of stakeholders (youth workers, civil
society organisations, media representatives, local authorities, educators, young individuals, etc).
With over 2,500 people directly engaged in these dialogues and events, these spaces became a
confluence of diverse perspectives and experiences to establish the importance of youth-centricity. 

Building a Jagrik Jahan
with YuWaah

Changelooms 
Partner Dialogue

Samjho Toh -
Celebrating the Power
of Fraternity

JustBaat: Baatein
Emotions Ki

Love Aaj Kal: 
An Inter-generational
Prem Katha

Dialogue at Catalysing
Change Week 2022 

Samvidhan LIVE! 
Be a Jagrik celebration 
with UNICEF Jharkhand

The Jashn-e-Jagrik Mela
with SHEDO

has immense potential to catalyze positive
change if we invest in the leadership
development of young people and connect
them to decision-making opportunities
relevant to their future.

India with the largest youth population 

Dhuwarakha Sriram, Chief of Generation
Unlimited (YuWaah), Youth Development
and Partnerships



Promoting Youth Centric Development
on different platforms

In this period, we have been on diverse platforms (regional, national and international) to
amplify different perspectives of youth-centric lens in mainstream narratives. These
platforms have enabled us to present our work to newer audiences as well as create
visibility opportunities for youth leaders in the ecosystem. 

India Education Summit
2022 by The Indian Express

InvokED 2022
by ShikshaLokam

ICF India
Coaching Conclave

The Wellbeing 
Summit in Spain

Young Changemakers Conclave
by 10 to 19 Community, Baatein
Unlocked and Pravah

Youth as Agents of Social
Change with Mission Samriddhi

The Relational and Collective
Work of Systems Change

World Economic Forum’s
Annual Meeting at Davos

14



She the people

Disseminating Youth-Centric Stories and Narratives

The audio-visual stories, media stories, music products, publications, etc. reflect the diverse facets
of youth work, including the experiences and perspectives of youth leaders and youth workers.
Social media has been an excellent tool for disseminating these products and creating meaningful
engagement with the online community. 

We experimented with different formats of engagement on social media. In collaboration with other organizations, 
we have celebrated days like 16 Days of Activism (5th December), National Youth Day (12th January), International
Women’s Day (8th March) and others. This has allowed us to hold pertinent conversations on many topical issues. 

5,00,000+5,00,000+ Social Media and
Website Impressions 

Social Media Engagement

Mokokchung Times

Media Stories Featuring The Coalition’s Work

The Bastion

World Economic Forum 

Business World Education

The Logical IndianIndia Development Review

Products Created Publications

Togetherness Table
Film: A Wellbeing
Intervention 

Samjho Toh 
The Springer
Journal  
featured a case
study on the
Samvidhan LIVE!
Be a Jagrik
game. 

co-created by young people
15 songs on Harmony 

Stories of Resilience
In a publication by DKA
Austria, transformation
stories from grassroots
coalition members were
featured.  
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https://www.shethepeople.tv/shestars/who-is-ashraf-patel/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s49yqt1Lth0
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-981-19-2496-5
https://mokokchungtimes.com/samjho-toh-the-movement-from-anger-to-empathy-musaraf-ali/
https://thebastion.co.in/politics-and/education/education-for-the-marginalized/young-changemakers-the-torchbearers-of-changemaking-in-law-and-justice/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/05/why-youth-leaders-business/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/05/why-youth-leaders-business/
http://bweducation.businessworld.in/article/Engaging-Youth-In-Affirmative-Gender-Action-Is-Key-To-India-s-Growth/31-10-2022-452235/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=574962697333858&ref=sharing
https://idronline.org/features/youth/creating-safe-spaces-for-jharkhands-queer-and-marginalised-youth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s49yqt1Lth0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s49yqt1Lth0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s49yqt1Lth0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s49yqt1Lth0
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=OLAK5uy_nkG4xVgRVaClLhlVtAD4EclXSIrHrQcbg
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=OLAK5uy_nkG4xVgRVaClLhlVtAD4EclXSIrHrQcbg
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-981-19-2496-5
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-981-19-2496-5
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-981-19-2496-5
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/samvidhan?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXcKgRj79Bba-7-YzOlBd4hF_lav304orQ2pMkST_RlIH5TOnsNrvLER-o7LDmLke9-p-DUCw5IOjcdz8yuXwZ7wrmsd8a0HCXYo8iTptr-RcXzTu3FxqtSklwWG7J0OsOrGiuMf47ET3HSxi5X1duJkBpP02OeHIXNWlvM5fE9_3_fRSyjiEgde3sKdHLgm4ZR8rwK7yvvcO-mzNIKj26e&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/beajagrik?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXcKgRj79Bba-7-YzOlBd4hF_lav304orQ2pMkST_RlIH5TOnsNrvLER-o7LDmLke9-p-DUCw5IOjcdz8yuXwZ7wrmsd8a0HCXYo8iTptr-RcXzTu3FxqtSklwWG7J0OsOrGiuMf47ET3HSxi5X1duJkBpP02OeHIXNWlvM5fE9_3_fRSyjiEgde3sKdHLgm4ZR8rwK7yvvcO-mzNIKj26e&__tn__=*NK-R


SOLIDARITY PARTNERSSOLIDARITY PARTNERS
We are deeply grateful for all our donors, partners, and individual supporters who have stood in
solidarity with us through the past year and enabled us to create a stronger narrative of youth-
centric development in the country. 

16*We are also extremely thankful to our individual donors, friends and members of our ecosystem, whose unwavering support has
made our journey possible



EXECUTIVE TEAM

CONSULTANTSCONSULTANTS 

Akshit Jain
Amlan Jyoti  
Anjani Grover 
Ariba Naim 
Ashraf Patel 
Hiba Fatima
Kanika Sinha 
Mohd.Khateeb 
Nadim Ali Haider Khan 
Naresh Pramanik
Pooja Jain 
Pratibha Pathak 
Rajesh Nandan Singh Meher 
Sania Dogra 
Shobhit Prakash 
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EXECUTIVE TEAM

Himani Thakur
Neha Buch 
Ruby Singh
Saloni Goel 
Sanjay Hari
Shilpa Jhawar

STATUTORY BOARDSTATUTORY BOARD 
Ajay Pandit
Arjun Shekhar
Ashraf Patel
Bappaditya Mukherjee
Fr. Jerry Thomas
Meenu Venkateswaran
Ram Narayan Syag
Vartika Jaini



BALANCE SHEETBALANCE SHEET
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LET'S CONNECTLET'S CONNECT
www.commutiny.in 

/Commutiny__

/CommutinyYouthCollective

/YouthCollective

/5thSpace
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https://commutiny.in/
https://commutiny.in/
https://www.instagram.com/commutiny__/
https://www.facebook.com/ComMutinyYouthCollective
https://twitter.com/YouthCommutiny
https://www.youtube.com/@the5thspace

